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Amplifying our mission & vision

“

NIED is by far one of the most influential
organizations in the field of Eating Disorders
advocacy in the country. Their work is unparalleled,
their reach expansive, and their commitment to
breaking down barriers has led to much-needed
changes in a system poorly equipped to treat
Eating Disorders.They are tireless advocates,
fierce leaders and visionaries.

”

- A.F. PH.D C.PSYCH
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President’s
Message
This has been a year like no other in multiple life
changing ways. 2020 saw us pivot to virtual
conferences and Zoom calls. We also saw an
exponential increase in the number of people seeking
help for Eating Disorders, research on the impact of
COVID 19 on Eating Disorders, and the unrelenting
pain and suffering of too many.
On behalf of NIED, I was honoured and privileged to
participate in several meaningful events during 2020.
Before the onset of Covid-19, I had the opportunity
to visit Concordia University where I co-presented with
Dr. Linda Booij on Family Life & Living with an Eating
Disorder. I also collaborated with Dr. Nicole Obeid at
the Ontario Child Health Support Unit in Toronto on the
Special Patient Orientated Research project (SPOR),
and participated in research (on Zoom) as a lived
experience and Eating Disorder caregiver with Dr.
Jennifer Couturier of McMaster University in Hamilton.
I was interviewed for Patient Voice, a platform for rare
and often overlooked physical and mental illness, and
was given the opportunity of being on a panel with the
Director of Community Involvement at Petro-Canada to
help shape the future of caregiving in Canada.
From the get-go, because of the grassroots and
neutral nature of NIED, I have answered an abundance
of daily/weekly calls and emails from people looking to
help a loved one, colleague or acquaintance with an
Eating Disorder. 2020 was no exception.
The people who reach out are often desperate and
unsure of who to turn to, and with NIED they find an
empathetic, lived-experience ear and high-level
guidance as to where and how to seek out
professional support.
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NIED is an active member of an Ontario Eating
Disorders collaboration which meets quarterly to share
and discuss each organization’s updates.
NIED’s VP, Lynne Koss, is the Canadian representative
on the Steering Committee for World Eating Disorders
Action Day which occurs on June 2nd – worldwide!
Thank you, Lynne.
We are continuing to work on the Canadian Eating
Disorders Strategy with three other national
organizations. And, after pushing for it for more than
5 years together with NEDIC, it was with great pride
and relief to finally hear that BILL 61, presented by
MPP Dr. Jill Andrew in the Ontario Legislature, was
passed to the third reading in December. A grand
finale to 2020!
A huge thank you to every volunteer, past and present,
who has helped NIED become who we are today. We
truly value and appreciate every minute of your time.
Personally, our daughter with an Eating Disorder has
thankfully found a silver lining in the year of COVID.
A miracle! She is blossoming and has become a
shining light to herself, to us and all those she has
met on Zoom.
Best wishes and keep well,

Wendy Preskow
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Why NIED?
Eating Disorders are serious but treatable mental illnesses that
can affect anyone regardless of gender, age, racial and ethnic
identity, sexual orientation or socio-economic background.
While it is well documented that mental illnesses are a leading
cause of premature death in Canada1, it is less known that
Eating Disorders have the highest overall mortality rate of
any mental illness, with estimates between 10-15%.

Mission
NIED assists people cope with the effects of Eating Disorders
by providing access to educational, informational and other
recovery-oriented resources related to the prevention and
treatment of Eating Disorders and related mental illnesses
in Canada.

Purpose
NIED uses research, evidence and insights from people with
lived experience and professionals to design high quality
educational resources aimed at supporting improvements
in well-being and recovery from Eating Disorders.
1 Birmingham, C.L., Su, J., Hlynsky, J.A., Goldner, E.M. & Gao, M. (2005). The mortality rate from anorexia nervosa. International
Journal of Eating Disorders, 38(2), 143-6; Girz L, Lafrance Robinson A, Tessier C. (2014). Is the next generation of physicians
adequately prepared to diagnose and treat eating disorders in children and adolescents? Eating Disorders: Journal of Treatment
& Prevention, 22(5), 375-85.
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Chairperson’s
Message
Like many people and organizations, NIED started
2020 with ambitious plans to make big impacts in
our community and society. By late-March 2020, we
started to recognize how some of our plans might
be delayed, but could not fully predict the devasting
impact the COVID-19 pandemic would have on the
lives of some people who were no longer able to
access appropriate in-person care or support where
they live.
In addition to these and other societal risks, NIED
recognized that leadership and fundraising were
key risks we needed to address at our first Board of
Directors meeting of 2020. To mitigate against these
risks, we set out to implement specific actions aimed
at recruiting a new Executive Director, complete
the development of new educational resources and
increase efforts aimed at raising funds for our new
programs.
NIED was extremely pleased to have hired a new
Executive Director, Ms. Michelle D’Amico, in 2020.
We look forward to working closely with Michelle to
drive the development of initiatives and new programs
aligned with select recommendations in the Canadian
Eating Disorders Strategy, published in 2019.
NIED, like many others, was forced to cope with an
inability to hold in-person events in 2020. NIED also
delayed the launch of a number of educational and
fundraising initiatives to 2021.

social outcomes, and health outcomes. Fundamental
to reaching these goals will be renewed plans aimed at
raising funds and expanding partnerships to support
the development of new programming.
NIED’s volunteers continue to contribute to our ability
to connect with people seeking help. On behalf of the
NIED Board of Directors, we thank all our volunteers
for their indispensable contributions to help people
affected by Eating Disorders across Canada. Although
steps were taken at the beginning of 2020 to broaden
external partnerships, we did not reach our goals of
increasing these partnerships to further support our
volunteers in 2020.
As we enter our 10th year as a not-for-profit
organization, NIED looks forward to completing its
transformation into a registered charity and increasing
our ability to positively impact the lives of people
across Canada affected directly and indirectly by
Eating Disorders.

Mark Ferdinand

While these setbacks were serious, NIED maintained
its strong focus on implementing the final year of its
three-year strategic plan. NIED remains confident that
its focus on developing and delivering skills-based
programs aimed at supporting stakeholders involved
in supporting recovery from Eating Disorders will
improve people’s experience with care, well-being,
NIED 2020 ANNUAL REPORT
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“

As a caregiver of an adult with a severe Eating
Disorder and a volunteer with NIED, I would like
to say a few words. Without NIED, thousands
of people with Eating Disorders, and their loved
ones, would be at a loss. NIED has done more for
this disease in its few years than any one before.
They are a source of information, evidence-based
practice and education. They are a soft cushion to
fall onto for those at their wits’ end, and a group
who understands what this disease is like and
what it does to individuals and families. They are
companionship and friendship.
I am proud to be associated with such a group
and so proud of its founder, Wendy Preskow,
who worked tirelessly to evolve this organization
from a thought to the well-respected and national
entity it is now.

”

- K.M.
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Financial Overview
2020 Budget Performance
NIED started 2020 with an operating budget of
$22,000, a significantly lower amount than in 2019
($60,000). Expenditures in 2020 included $17,500 on
advertising, including web design and social media.
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic had a
significant impact on NIED’s ability to fundraise,
with only 2% of planned donations being attained
during 2020. As a result, the planned development of
educational programming was delayed until 2021.
As we move forward, NIED will strengthen its financial
base by implementing the fundraising strategy
developed in 2020. This includes seeking charitable
status under the Canadian Income Tax Act.

“

As we enter our 10th year as
a not-for-profit organization,
NIED looks forward to
completing its transformation
into a registered charity
and increasing our ability to
positively impact the lives of
people across Canada.

”

- MARK FERDINAND
NIED CHAIR

2020 Budget Performance (000’s)
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How our amplification made a difference in 2020
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Over 200

CROCHETED & KNITTED ITEMS WERE
DISTRIBUTED ACROSS CANADA THROUGH
OUR HAND KNIT HOPE PROGRAM

Year In
Review
World Eating Disorders Action
Day (WEDAD)
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STORY

Michelle D’Amico appointed as
NIED’s Executive Director
Following her appointment in October 2020, Michelle
D-Amico assumes executive responsibility for codeveloping and overseeing the management and
implementation of NIED’s Strategic Plan.
She also provides vision, expertise and the leadership
needed to strengthen NIED’s engagement with
stakeholders across Canada.
Michelle brings extensive experience to the position
having spent her professional career working as a
manager in the Federal Government in various policy,
strategic, learning, and human resources roles, where
she was active in advancing discussions around
mental health and well-being within federal
departments.
Michelle continues to be an active community
volunteer. In addition to her NIED role, she works with
a number of not-for-profit organizations focused on
improving the well-being of youth and young adults,
caregivers & loved ones and healthcare professionals.
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To coincide with WEDAD, NIED launched
#ShareYourStory and created guidelines for anyone
and everyone touched by Eating Disorders - including
caregivers, loved ones, individuals with Eating Disorders
and healthcare professionals – to share their personal
stories. Building off the WEDAD theme “Eating
Disorders Can’t Afford to Wait”, #ShareYourStory
helped to inspire meaningful conversations and a
deeper understanding of Eating Disorders.

Communications Team Volunteers
NIED is extremely fortunate to have brought together a
very diverse and immensely capable communications
team. They vary in age and range of expertise. We
have watched with pride as some joined us as
students to eventually graduate and become registered
Dietitians and Nutritionists, two of whom have opened
their own practices. A freelance journalist helps write
our blog posts and a small dynamic social media team
lends their savvy skills to creatively sharing vital
information about NIED. We also have a seasoned
graphic designer, plus a writer and media relations
specialist who also happen to be caregivers of
someone with an Eating Disorder. Plus, several of our
volunteers have lived experience making their passion
and perspective invaluable to NIED’s communications
team.
NATIONAL INITIATIVE FOR EATING DISORDERS

ghp
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Website Story

Healthca
& Pharma
Awards

National Initiative for Eating D

GHP Excellence Award in Grassroots Hea

The revised site had a positive effect on key website
metrics, as shown in the table below:

Metric

2020*

2019*

Users

7,700

4,600

Sessions

10,000

5,900

Page Views

35,267

11,211

Unique Page Views

28,319

8,975

* August - December (Google Analytics implemented in Aug 2019)

The most visited page was About Eating Disorders in
Canada with 14,355 Page Views in the period August
– December 2020, with Immediate Support and new
Blog posts showing consistently strong page visits.
The timing and new content of our updated site proved
to be particularly relevant given the spike in people
seeking information and support for Eating Disorders
due to the COVID 19 pandemic.

In August 2020, NIED launched our revised and
updated nied.ca website aimed at ensuring NIED fulfills
its mission to assist people in coping with the effects
of an Eating Disorder through improved awareness,
understanding and involvement.
The updated site features a more intuitive navigation
and is a more in-depth and relatable resource for
anyone touched by Eating Disorders. Three sections
were added, covering immediate and long-term Help
& Support, NIED’s new Education Programs and our
newly launched Blog.

“

It’s all focused on helping
NIED fulfill our mission to
assist people in coping
with the effects of Eating
Disorders by providing
educational, informational
and other resources relating
to recovery, mental illness
and Eating Disorders.

”

- L.P. & R.P.
CREATIVE TEAM
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NIED Blogs introduced
A new Blogs section was added to the NIED website in
May 2020, managed by Hilary Thomson, a writer and
journalist with lived experience. By yearend, 24 Blogs
were posted on a diverse range of timely topics. These
included both Eating Disorder awareness themes and
more focused posts for people with Eating Disorders,
caregivers & loved ones and healthcare professionals.

Eating Disorders
Awareness

People with
Eating Disorders

Caregivers &
Loved Ones

Healthcare
Professionals

Hand Knit Hope

One of NIED’s earliest volunteers and steering
committee member was among the many who took
up knitting while in inpatient Eating Disorder treatment.
Recognising the benefits and positive outcomes of
knitting, she started NIED’s HAND KNIT HOPE project.
This knitting circle gathered friends and family together
to ultimately donate the finished knitted and crocheted
items to individuals in treatment, support groups or
wherever they were on their road to wellness.
And so began donations of wool, knitting needles and,
of course, time devoted to this ongoing project. One
Ottawa volunteer even held a lunch bake sale at her
workplace with the proceeds going to NIED for our
HAND KNIT HOPE project.
By the end of 2019, NIED had distributed loads of
headbands, scarves, neck warmers and knitted gloves
to ED support organizations in eight provinces: Ontario,
Manitoba, Alberta, Nova Scotia, Saskatchewan,
Newfoundland and Labrador, British Columbia and
Quebec.
Fast forward to 2020. With COVID and lockdowns,
most outpatient and inpatient had to close or pivot to
virtual programs online for support, assessment and
even treatment. Still, Wendy Preskow and our
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champion volunteer Kay each made over 100 items
for distribution. Over 60 items were mailed to
Newfoundland for three different programs and
individuals in the province. Further handmade items
went to a youth mental health place of safety in Ottawa
and a charity in Toronto that looks after the homeless
with warm meals and clothing.
HAND KNIT HOPE is an ongoing project, made with
love, that not only keeps someone warm, but reminds
them that they are thought of and are not alone.

“

We are so grateful to NIED for
mailing the Hand Knit Hope
knitted items to NL a number
of times. It is impressive
that this could be done not
only in 2019, but also in the
pandemic year of 2020.

”

- P.N.
COUNSELOR, EATING DISORDER FOUNDATION
OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
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Point of Contact/Referral
Program
From NIED’s beginning, as a reflection of the
grassroots and neutral nature of the organization,
we have answered an abundance of calls and e-mails
from people looking to help a loved one, colleague, or
acquaintance with an Eating Disorder. The people who
contact us are most often desperate and unsure about
who to turn to. With NIED, they find an empathetic,
lived-experience ear and high-level guidance as to
where and how to seek out professional support. It is
the initial point of contact for those seeking more
information on resources, educational materials and
supports available, and how to access them.
Through this initiative NIED also connects individuals
to on-going clinical and research opportunities.

“

Thank you so much for
taking the time to talk to
my parents and I today.
Along with providing us with
suggestions for next steps
we can take, it was nice to
just feel heard and validated
in our frustrations and our
struggle.

NIED recognized with the GHP
Excellence Award in Grassroots
Health & Social Care 2020

ghp

National Initiative for Eating Disorders – NIED
GHP Excellence Award in Grassroots Health & Social Care 2020

UK-based Global Health & Pharma (GHP) magazine
is a global information sharing platform with a multidisciplinary members community. It was established
to enhance communication networks and collaboration
across all themes and disciplines within three main
categories: Human, Animal and Environmental Health.
Published quarterly, the online magazine is distributed
digitally to 260,000 wellness professionals worldwide.
Their annual GHP Healthcare & Pharmaceutical
Awards recognize the tireless work undertaken by
companies, individuals and initiatives that contribute
towards promoting the physical and mental welfare
of those in need of support.
NIED is thrilled to be honoured with a 2020 GHP
Excellence Award in the Grassroots Health &
Social Care category. In a message to the 2020
winners, Awards Co-ordinator Katherine Benton
noted, “It’s been a joy and a pleasure to recognize
the successes you have achieved despite everything
the year has thrown at us.”

”“
- F.E.

Healthcare
& Pharmaceutical
Awards

It’s been a joy and a pleasure
to recognize the successes
you have achieved despite
everything the year has
thrown at us.
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”

- K.B.
AWARDS CO-ORDINATOR
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“

As a nutrition student wanting to learn more about
Eating Disorders in Canada, I looked no further
than NIED. Volunteering with this organization
exposed me to so many wonderful learning and
networking experiences with their many partners
nationwide. The sheer number of partnering
organizations we collaborated with is a testament
to NIED’s reputation as a leader in Eating
Disorders.
I continue to be inspired by the women of
NIED, from our co-founders to our Board to our
volunteers, who have demanded better for the
many who suffer from Eating Disorders and their
families in Canada. Their advocacy and refusal
to take no for an answer has resulted in many
accomplishments over the past years. Being
a volunteer for NIED was an overall powerful
experience because I was constantly reminded
that we were making a difference.

”

- O.C.
NIED VOLUNTEER
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“

As someone who has been a caregiver to a
daughter challenged by an Eating Disorder for
many years, I can say, unequivocally, that NIED’s
support, guidance and understanding have been
invaluable. NIED has been a shoulder to lean on,
and a welcome and knowledgeable resource in
navigating the tremendous dysfunction that is
synonymous with an Eating Disorder.
- F.G.
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2020 Board
of Directors
NIED’s Board of Directors are committed unpaid volunteers who make decisions based on the best interests of
the organization as a whole, in keeping with its mission, strategic plan goals and objectives. It does so by applying
due care in the exercise of its responsibilities outlined in all applicable laws, its bylaws and its corporate policies.

Wendy Preskow ECE

CO-FOUNDER & PRESIDENT

Lynne Koss

CO-FOUNDER & VICE-PRESIDENT

Patti Perry RN, MSN

CO-FOUNDER & DIRECTOR

Michelle D’Amico

Mark Ferdinand BA, LLB

Marlene Sachs MSW, BSW, RSW

Dr. Blake Woodside MD, FRPC

Diane Sokolyk BA, BCL, LLB

Lorne Bernstein MBA

Steven Fenster CPA

Arielle Mayer MPP

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR
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CHAIRMAN

DIRECTOR

SECRETARY & DIRECTOR

TREASURER

DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR
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“

The clients were very appreciative of having the
Hand Knit Hope knitted goods, especially knowing
that they came from NIED. Knowing that this
project is happening and that these knitted items
will help them stay warm during their recovery
journey is heartwarming. The knitted items are
another special piece of their recovery puzzle.
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”

- K.M. & K.Y.
HOPE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM,
EASTERN HEALTH,
ST. JOHN’S, NL.
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What’s
Next
Virtual Honouring the Journey
NATIONAL INITIATIVE FOR

HONOURING THE JOURNEY

EATING DISORDERS

Canadian economy is a key factor in understanding
the funding requirements for all points along the
continuum of care for those impacted by this serious
mental illness.
NIED is spearheading a team with representatives
from four national organizations, researchers,
scientists, doctors, healthcare professionals, lived
experience, government and policymakers to collect
critical solid economic data to be used for advocacy
efforts aimed at increasing funding for Eating Disorders
research and treatment access.

Voices of
Hope, Tribute,
Inspiration &
Celebration
NIED held its 9th annual, and first virtual, Honouring
the Journey: Voices of Hope, Tribute, Inspiration
and Celebration on June 2nd, 2021, as part of World
Eating Disorders Action Day. The event recognized and
honoured the triumphs and losses experienced by
those challenged and touched by Eating Disorders.

Hand Knit Hope Giving Back
Program Expansion

Economic Impact Study

US data

The need for timely access to evidence-based Eating
Disorders-related services, in both community and
hospital-based settings, is growing. Yet historically, and
more so today, financial resources are NOT sufficient to
address the needs of those impacted by this serious
mental illness. Having a clear, evidence-based picture
of the economic cost of Eating Disorders to the
NIED 2020 ANNUAL REPORT

The goal of Hand Knit Hope is to provide comfort and
hope to those impacted by Eating Disorders. As we
move forward, we will recruit more knitters and
encourage other Eating Disorders organizations
nationally to create similar Hand Knit programs in their
own provinces to provide more widespread warmth
and support.
Once the risks associated with pandemic have passed,
Hand Knit Hope knitting baskets will once again be
present in doctors’ and dentists’ waiting rooms to
inspire patients to knit a row or two while waiting for
their appointment.
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